
NIGHTLY BUSINESS REPORT CLOSING

Nightly Business Report is an American business news magazine television program that has , the show was produced
at WPBT in Miami, Florida. In February , CNBC purchased the program and closed its Miami operations.

Have a great evening. O'Bryon and Merwin Sigale were the first co-anchors. NBR operates three reporting
bureaus with full-time staff members as well as bureaus in Denver, Silicon Valley, and Phoenix operated in
partnership with the public television stations in those markets. Josh Lipton takes a look. The number points to
a still strong labor market. Paul Kangas 's last broadcast for Nightly Business Report was on December 31, ,
ending a year run. The longest-running theme, also composed by Kalehoff, was used from January 4, to
November 15,  Seema Mody has more on the rally. January Learn how and when to remove this template
message The themes and bumper music[ definition needed ] that were used from January 22, to January 1,
were composed by Edd Kalehoff , also known for themes on other television series and game shows. Rodney
Ward from Linda O'Bryon in , [9] serving as executive editor and senior vice president through  Title cards
and theme music[ edit ] This section does not cite any sources. Always good to see you, Gus. As a result,
anchor Tom Hudson and many other correspondents were laid off, and the show's Miami studios were shut
down as well. Several additional members of the editorial staff were also fired. Happy Fourth of July. NBR is
also seen internationally through Worldnet , the U. It was a record day. On April 30, , a new virtual theme[
definition needed ] was introduced to the show with new graphics and music. Along with an update to the
graphics and presentation, the theme was updated on November 18, and was used until January 1,  Updates
may be posted at a later date. January  Nearly 49 million;  The sale was first proposed in February. In a press
release, [16] NBR Worldwide said the moves were " A number of public television stations supplemented the
program's newsgathering efforts by serving as "bureaus" for the program. That is up dramatically from a year
ago. And the Dow dodging itself first record close since October. A new theme, logo, and set for the show's
Miami headquarters debuted on January 4,  Three years ago, Walmart bought jet. I describe him as a very,
very complex but highly intelligent and overall highly executive. In , for extended coverage of China's
emergence as an international economic power, and in the website was honored with a Best In Class award
from the International Media Council. On March 4, , another new set of graphics was introduced, yet the
theme music remained the same. And she wants the Fed to cut rates now. In , Jim Wicks was named
co-anchor, and moved from the flagship station of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation in Toronto where
he was main anchor. And he was also a very down-to-earth-nice guy, too. Robert Frank has more. So, we
added about , jobs per month last year. On the manufacturing side, orders for U. One reason is tensions with
Iran. The program also announced the complete closing of its Chicago bureau, leaving it with staff reporters
only in New York and Washington, D. In July , Hudson was named Managing Editor and Co-anchor, a newly
combined position with both editorial and managerial responsibility. Starting in January 22, , NBR launched
on public stations around the country. Schneider's promises proved short-lived. Those people have the
propensity to rent and want to rent.


